PARENT LINK : MAY 2017
5 May 2017
Dear Parents & Guardians
April has always been an exciting month for us at CHIJ Katong Convent. The Singapore Youth
Festival (SYF) Arts Presentation saw each girl in our 6 performing arts groups rehearsing to
perfect that pitch, that move, that rhythm and the entire group synchronising every move and
sound to achieve that perfect harmony to touch the hearts of the audience and judges. There was
the SYF buzz in every corner of the school – around the piano at the upper foyer for the Choir by 7
am in the morning, in the Dance Studio, Black Box, Band Room, Music Room, AVA Room and
other special CCA Rooms for the performing arts groups in the afternoons.
Out at the various sports competition venues, our girls were flying the KC flag high with their
courage and resilience despite the tough competition from other schools. They braved the
elements – waves, currents, wind, sun and rain in a fine display of excellence and sportsmanship.
Though every miss was a painful experience, learning to move forward must be far honoured and
cherished. Nothing could dampen the KC spirit and we salute all our sports girls for their grit and
determination to stay steadfast in their mission.
Prayers, good wishes, words of encouragement and congratulations flowed spontaneously among
teachers and students to cheer the girls on. In addition, teachers and classmates provided extra
academic support for those who were out at competitions. All these gestures were reciprocated by
the girls who graciously expressed their gratitude to the KC Family for their inspiring support and
warm encouragement after their various competitions.
Among other events which added to our students’ school experience were our Band performance
at The Esplanade and our Easter Monday Assembly. All were opportunities for the KC Family to
come together to remind each other of the important things in life – celebrating our God-given
talents and thanking God for all His special blessings on Katong Convent.
We continue to pray for the well-being of the KC Family and that each member will grow from
strength to strength.
Thank you and may God bless you and your family.

Yours sincerely

Patricia Chan (Ms)
Principal
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GENERAL INFORMATION
1. Entrepreneur Club Fundraising Effort
On 7 April, Entrepreneur Club brought their entrepreneurial venture to the KC community. The
primary objective of this project was to provide a platform for members to exercise their
entrepreneurial skills in support of the school’s fundraising efforts through setting up a pop-up stall
within the school. Two teams within Entrepreneur Club had won the bid to organise the first
session, planned in conjunction with International Friendship Day. The two winning team leaders
had to plan and organise the retail endeavour which was set up in the upper canteen during all
recess periods as well as both lunch breaks. They also assisted in sourcing for appropriate snacks
to reflect the commemoration of International Friendship Day, planned the manpower deployment
and ensured all logistic requirements were met. Other members roped in to take on roles such as
merchandisers, display artists and sales assistants. Expectedly, they faced many initial challenges
due to their lack of experience but the support of their members made the journey very enriching.
At the end of the project, they felt a sense of accomplishment as they overcame all obstacles
through teamwork and ensured a profitable venture. On 20 April, Gracee Ng Yun Lin (Sec 3/4)
and Rachel Lee Jia Xin (Sec 3/3) presented the school with $586.15 being the net profit from the
project. The Entrepreneur Club would like to thank everyone for their support in making their first
fundraising effort a success.
2. KC Debating Team - ACJC Oldham Cup 2017
In another intense competition, KC Debating Team sent two young teams of five debaters each to
the ACJC Oldham Cup staged from 6 to 8 April. These comprised Charlotte Lee Jia Wei (Sec 2/3),
Lydia Lee Yun Qi (Sec 3/3), Cheryl Arun (Sec 3/4), Christine Ong Shu Hui (Sec 3/5), Foo En Qi,
Lauryn (Sec 2/3), Cheryl Chua Xin Miao (Sec 2/5), Queeshia Fenella Mateo Pascual (Sec 2/5),
Nethelynn Yang Xuan (Sec 1/3), Chloe Loh Si Ying (Sec 1/4) and Keris Lim Zhuo Yan (Sec 1/6).
The ACJC Oldham Club is a rapid-fire competition where teams from different levels ranging from
the junior colleges to the foreign-system schools are matched regardless of age or experience.
Over the course of 2 evenings and 1 full Saturday, the KC team was subjected to 8 rounds of
debates on unseen motions and had only one hour between each round to prepare their case
arguments. We met opposing teams from junior colleges to international schools with a wide
spectrum of abilities and experiences.
We are happy to report that in our KC Debating Team, we value the experiences forged under the
glare of competition for our debaters that go a long way to build the resilience necessary for
character development.
3. Singapore Schools Debating Championship 2017
KC Debate continued with 2017’s debating season with the annual Singapore Schools Debating
Championship that was organised from 10 Feb to 31 Mar. This highly competitive national
debating competition is held over qualifying rounds that pits schools in division level match-ups.
KC is in Division 2 where we scored a school-best attainment of runners-up in last year’s finals.
Katong Convent fielded debaters Queeshia Fenella Mateo Pascual (Sec 2/5), Lydia Lee Yun Qi
(Sec 3/3), Cheryl Arun (Sec 3/4) Christine Ong Shu Hui (Sec 3/5) and Joan Faith Ong Min Wei
(Sec 4/4). This team represented a mix of experienced and fresh-faced debaters that symbolised
the continuity plans for the team as we expose our younger but eager debaters to the adrenalinfuelled arena of competitive debating.
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The qualifying rounds were held on 10 Feb, 3 and 24 Mar. Over the three separate evenings of
competition at various school venues, KC did battle with Nan Hua Secondary, St. Joseph
International School and Anderson Secondary School. Battling over esoteric debate motions that
ranged far and wide from crime and punishment to politics, our debaters jousted with commitment
and tenacity to head off the counter-arguments against worthy opponents. Our efforts earned us a
berth at the quarter-finals on 31 Mar where we faced Singapore American School over an
impromptu round. This meant that our debaters had a short one-hour to prepare before debating
on their motion. Despite the best of our efforts, we were out-scored on linguistic flair and narrowly
lost our match.
Even though we did not proceed further this year, we are happy to report that Christine Ong Shu
Hui (Sec 3/5) has been awarded the Top 10 Best Speaker Award and that we had acquitted
ourselves with our young team who will further develop in experience for next year.
4. Appreciation of Chinese Musical
On 9 April, about 100 students mainly from the Secondary Three cohort watched a highly
acclaimed local Chinese musical Lao Jiu (老九). The musical, which was adapted from a play by
the late theatre doyen Kuo Pao Kun, centred on a boy named ‘Lao Jiu’. Being ‘the ninth child’ and
the only son in the family, he was torn between fulfilling the immense expectations of his family to
take up a prestigious scholarship and chasing after his dream of becoming a master of a declining
traditional art - puppetry.
The heart-warming story was told through a flawless tapestry of song, dance and various forms of
puppetry. Our girls were a great audience. They enjoyed themselves and some were even moved
to tears as they witnessed the struggles of Lao Jiu unfolding! On this note, the school would like to
thank the Committee to Promote Chinese Language Learning- Cultural Programme Exposure
Scheme (CPCLL-CPES) and Tote Board (Arts Grant) for making this cultural appreciation
experience possible for our students.
5. Lower Secondary Chinese Language (CL) Narrative Writing Programme
In our efforts to provide more support for Lower Secondary students to help them develop
confidence in CL narrative writing, the Mother Tongue Languages Department initiated a
collaboration with external facilitators. A total of 5 sessions were carried out with the Secondary
Two students this term.
The facilitators equipped students with the language and skills needed for character description
(人物描写) in narrative writing. Students were exposed to a variety of language activities involving
the creative use of their interest in horoscope, personality tests and songs. The lessons were
customised to complement textbook teaching so that students would be able to see connections
between the learning of character description in the textbook and real-life experiences.
We hope that the CL narrative writing programme had deepened our Secondary Two students’
experience in narrative writing and empowered them to become more self-directed in their learning
to better appreciate narrative writing. For Secondary One students, this programme will take place
in Term 3.
6. Assembly Programme (First Semester)
To enhance the holistic learning of our students, our assembly programme this semester
presented a spread of experiences in the various domains of communicative, performing and
visual arts, character and citizenship education, education and career guidance and personal
reflections. The talk by the Central Narcotics Branch on drug abuse and the other, by various
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institutes of higher learning on post-secondary options raised the students’ awareness in the
respective areas. Two performing arts items - one, a play on mental well-being by TheatreWorks
and the other, a dance performance by Frontier Danceland were also presented to the girls.
In our aspiration to nurture our girls to be discerning citizens of the world, our teachers facilitated a
discussion following a film screening on migrant workers in Singapore. We continued to include
several sessions to intentionally create opportunities for form teachers and students to work and
learn together. Among others, there were the Chinese New Year class decoration and another
class-based art activity, The Big Draw. The assembly platform had also provided opportunities for
student voice when the 2016 Secondary Three student participants shared what they had learnt
from their work attachment to encourage their juniors to participate too.
7. 2018 Secondary Three Subject Options Briefing
In KC, the process of Secondary Two students choosing their subject combination for Upper
Secondary is one step in the larger Education and Career Guidance journey during their secondary
school years. During the concurrent briefings for the Express and Normal (Academic) cohorts on
12 April, parents and students were introduced to the various post-secondary education pathways,
the type of learners they cater to and the role of the different subjects in the admission criteria.
Framed within this context, parents and students should take a long term view when choosing the
subjects, as well as consider their alignment with the student’s strengths, interests and ability.
Parents were also encouraged to continue this conversation with their daughters. Helpful
strategies are available in the booklet ‘Journeying with our Children from Education to Aspirations’,
which was issued to students in the week after the briefing. Parents of Secondary Two students
may access the slides presented on MC online.
8. Easter Monday Celebration
Easter was celebrated during the afternoon assembly in the school hall with a para-liturgical
celebration on 17 April. This year, for the first time, it was led by students from the Spirituality
Team where two "disciples", re-enacted the story of the Road to Emmaus. At various points in the
presentation, they discussed pictures or symbols of the faith. The students’ re-enactment brought
a deeper understanding of the Easter message which is to bring God’s love to those who are sad
and share joy with those who are happy.
Our students then proceeded to their classrooms to further celebrate the festivities through the
‘Angel & Mortal’ game. As in previous years, each student was called to be a secret “angel” to
another in the class. The “angels” then revealed themselves to their chosen mortals through the
exchange of gifts, such as candies and simple letters of encouragement to affirm their friendships.
While Easter is celebrated once a year, the promise of renewal is a daily reality and is seen in the
gift of each new day and the invitation to all is to believe that hope and love is always greater than
the darkness of our fears and anxieties.
9. Experience ITE for Sec 3NA students
The Experience ITE Programme was a one-day programme for Sec 3 NA students specially
designed to help our girls experience ITE and discover how a Hands-on, Minds-on, Hearts-on ITE
education can help advance their careers.
On Tuesday 18 April, our Sec 3NA girls were introduced to an ITE education and brought on a
college tour. They visited a showcase of the collaboration between ITE and a firm, Festa: the Light
and Sound production studio and saw for themselves other student facilities and the wide range of
CCAs available to ITE students.
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They had the opportunity to try fun hands-on projects at the Experience ITE Centre which both
challenged their creativity and enabled them to experience the exciting learning environment at the
college. They were channelled by their RIASEC (Holland Occupation Themes) code to two of the
four schools to help them understand the application of skills and knowledge that ITE students
learn. The four schools were: Applied and Health Sciences, Business Services, Electronics and
Info-Comm Technology, and Engineering. The visit ended with a debrief from representatives of
the four schools and a survey of the programme.
The girls found the visit useful and beneficial with many fully engaged in the activities. They look
forward to other ECG activities to help them understand future opportunities and pathways.
10. Youth for the Environment Day 2017
The Youth for the Environment Day (YED), which falls in April every year, is a key platform to
engage the youth to champion environmental ownership through leading, organising and
participating in programmes to show their passion and commitment towards global and local
environmental issues. This event is aligned with Earth Day which falls on 22 April.
This year’s YED theme is ‘Imagine. Create. Change.’ focussing on food waste reduction and
recycling. In alignment with the theme, Katong Convent has rolled out activities to get students
involved in caring for our environment, one of which is the YED recycling competition. The top
eight classes with the highest weightage of recyclables for the month of April will win attractive
prizes.
The school has also put up information on local environmental issues on the information panels in
the library to raise awareness amongst students regarding biodiversity conservation (e.g. saving
the rare, one-horned rhinoceros in Nepal) and how we could reduce food waste by ordering what
we can consume and accepting edible ‘Ugly Food’ instead of rejecting them. What is unique this
year is that the school also participated in the ‘Love your Food Activity’. A photo booth was set up
during the students’ recess to encourage them to finish their food and take a picture with their
empty plates at the booth to support the cause on food waste reduction. The photos were then
uploaded on the school’s KC_YED Instagram as a pledge to reduce food waste.
It was a meaningful month where the students as well as the staff put in a conscious effort to adopt
simple environmentally-friendly habits to care for our environment.
11. Post – Mid-Year Examinations Activities
As soon as the Mid-Year Examinations are over, the Mother Tongue Languages Department will
conduct intensive Mother Tongue lessons to prepare our Sec 4 Exp / 5NA girls for their GCE ‘O’
Level Mother Tongue Language Examination commencing Monday 29 May.
The Sec 4E, 4N & 5N structured lessons are scheduled from 31 May to 2 June and 21 to 22 June.
Holiday homework by each department will be planned for all levels. It will be good to plan a
timetable for your child/ ward to balance her homework, CCA and family time. The structured
lessons timetable and a summary of the major programmes or activities will be uploaded on MC
Online for your reference.
12. Founder’s Day cum Honours Day
To celebrate the many blessings and achievements the school had in the past year, we will
commemorate Founder's Day and Honours Day on Friday, 26 May. More details will be provided
nearer the date and we look forward to your support in this key school event.
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13. Travel Plans Declaration Form
If your family is travelling abroad this holiday, please complete the Travel Plans Declaration Form,
available in the General Office and on our school’s website, and submit it to the General Office
before you leave. Do remember to observe good personal hygiene and health practices. We hope
that you will be able to spend some time together as a family during the month-long holidays and
our girls will come back recharged and ready for Semester 2.
ACHIEVEMENTS
1. Girl Guides – Ayrwaves International Camp 2017
Two of our Girl Guides, Panneerselvam Abirami (Sec 3/6) and Shannon Siew-Tong Odermatt
(Sec 2/5) have been selected to go for the prestigious Ayrwaves International Camp 2017 from 29
July to 5 August. They will experience the international camp in Scotland and make friends with
Girl Guides from around the world. Congratulations, girls!
2. Odyssey of the Mind
On 7 and 8 April, Dramatic Arts Society sent 3 teams to compete in the Odyssey of the Mind
competition at ACS Independent School. The competition required the competitors to think out of
the box when solving a problem and to present a devised performance. This competition was
particularly challenging as the teams had to write the script, build their sets and props, create their
costumes and rehearse. It was a very rigorous competition and all 3 teams rose to the challenge.
A 6-member team comprising the following members clinched the 2nd place in their division:
Nandwani Halisha Dinesh (Sec 4/1), Aisyah Bte Ibrahim (Sec 4/3), Clarice Jesse Chung (Sec 4/3),
Eustacia Low Ying Yee (Sec 4/3), Constance Tan Hui Li (Sec 3/3) and Mo Zhen (Sec 3/3), earning
the team an invitation to represent the school in the Odyssey of the Mind 2017 World Finals at the
Michigan State University from 24 to 27 May. Well done, girls!
3. Singapore Youth Festival (SYF) Arts Presentation
The Performing Arts (PA) CCAs in KC are an important part of the school's focus on the
Communicative, Performing and Visual Arts (CPVA), and the recent SYF Arts Presentation
afforded the school an opportunity to showcase the vibrancy of our PA CCAs. All six PA CCAs
had been preparing for the SYF Arts Presentation since November 2016, and with the conclusion
of the SYF at the end of April, we are proud to announce the following SYF achievements of our
PA CCAs:
Choir: Certificate of Distinction
Chinese Drama: Certificate of Accomplishment
Chinese Orchestra: Certificate of Accomplishment
Concert Band (Woodwind Ensemble): Certificate of Distinction
Concert Band (Brass Ensemble): Certificate of Distinction
English Drama: Certificate of Accomplishment
Modern Dance: Certificate of Distinction
Congratulations!
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4. Secondary Schools Touch Championship
Sometime in the first week of Feb, our two Sec 5 classes started learning how to play the game of
touch rugby during their PE lessons. Soon after the first lesson, their PE teachers invited students
who were interested to sign up to play in a touch competition for novices at the end of March. 21
of them took up the challenge and signed up. This, despite having absolutely no experience in
touch, and knowing that they would only have the time during their PE lessons to pick up the sport.
These 21 girls went on to represent KC in the first ever Secondary Schools Touch Championship
organised by the Touch Association of Singapore on 4 April.
Both teams did us proud, with their can-do spirit, their willingness to try new things, to challenge
themselves, and at the competition itself, with the excellent sportsmanship that they displayed
towards their teammates and the opponents. They never gave up during the tough games, played
under the hot sun and in muddy conditions, and were constantly encouraging and spurring each
other on no matter what.
To top off a wonderful day of great games and teamwork, one of our KC teams, Team 2, came in
2nd (out of 8 teams) overall. The members were Tan Hui Xuen (Captain). Miuki Denise Murakami
(Vice-Captain who was also named the Most Valuable Player), Hallie Jane Young, Felicia Anne
Somasundram, Perlyn Chong Wan Qi, Diannurhiedayah Raihannisfatin, Tan Yan Fei Dione, Soo
Hui Ashley, Dami Chua and Victoria Chan Yu Rui. Well done, girls!
5. National School Canoeing Championships
The National School Canoeing Championships (NSCC) was held from 17 to 20 April at the
MacRitchie Reservoir. In this competition, Team KC fielded a team of twenty canoeists to compete
in the B Division Girls and C Division Girls in various race categories.
Faith Marie Low (Sec 4/5) attained 6th placing in the Finals for the B Division Girls K1 500m event.
Sheridan Chua Lee-Min (Sec 3/4), Damia Humaira Bte Ridwan (Sec 4/1), Tatiyana Elisa Bte
Hermanto (Sec 4/4), and Nur Razza Farwyzah Bte Abdul Razak (Sec 4/5) attained 6th placing in
the Finals for the B Division Girls K4 1000m event.
Shanais Yuen Ziqing (Sec 4/3) fought hard to achieve 6th placing in the Semi-Finals for the B
Division Girls JK1 500m event.
Team KC acknowledges the hard work put in by the competitors.
camaraderie within the team and built sportsmanship in our girls.

The experience fostered

6. National School Games Track and Field Championships
Our track and field CCA members participated in the various events in the National School Games
Track and Field Championships 2017, and we are proud to announce that Gwendolyn Therese Lim
Ean Bee of Sec 3/1 qualified for the B Division Girls 100m finals, which was held at the Sports Hub
on 28 April. Gwendolyn emerged 5th out of 8 finalists, making her the 5th fastest B Division
female runner in Singapore! Well done, Gwendolyn!
7. National School Games Swimming Championships
Three of our students also participated in the National School Games Swimming Championships
2017, and we are extremely pleased to announce that Christie May Chue Mun Ee of Sec 5/1 won
two gold medals for the school, in the B Division 50m Breaststroke and 100m Breaststroke events.
Christie also broke the meet record for the 50m Breaststroke event. Congratulations!
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8. National School Games Taekwondo Championship
From 17 to 20 April, six of our students participated in the National School Games Taekwondo
Championship 2017, and we are proud to announce that 4 of them have clinched prizes in the
following categories:
C Division Poomsae (Poom Belt) Individual - 2nd
Chong Ka Yan Rachel-Ann, Sec 1/4
B Division Poomsae (Black Belt) Team - 4th
Ho Yan Yi Ashley Kay - Sec 4/2
Mun Kye-En Stasia - Sec 4/3
Mudaliar Indiraa B - Sec 4/6
B Division Kyorugi (Black Belt, Under 64kg Category) Individual - 2nd
Mudaliar Indiraa B - Sec 4/6
9. NUS Geography Challenge 2017
Erinn Choong Jade Yi (Sec 4/6), Wendy Li Xu Wen (Sec 4/4) and Lai Yin Sun (Sec 4/6)
represented KC in the NUS Geography Challenge 2017 (NUS GC). The NUS Geography
Challenge seeks to ignite passion and inspire secondary school students to develop a keen
interest for the dynamic discipline of Geography. The theme for NUS GC was “Water in Our
World: Managing Flows in Nature and Society”. Through the competition, the students were
encouraged to think of the various ways in which our lives are influenced by water issues, and
were prompted to think of how water could be used more sustainably and responsibly for the
future.
Our students performed excellently in the Preliminary Round, where Erinn and Wendy achieved
the 'Individual Gold Award', while Yin Sun achieved the 'Individual Silver Award'. Their
achievements qualified them for the semi-finals, where the girls conducted an independent
geographical investigation on the waterscape of the Bishan-Ang Mo Kio Park as well as
participated in an Amazing Race-styled Geo Trail around Singapore.
Through the various tasks they were required to perform, the girls relished the invaluable
experience - seeing Geography come alive in many real world contexts, learning to move around
Singapore on public transport without the use of their mobile phones and developing critical
thinking, perseverance and teamwork.
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CHIJ KATONG CONVENT PARENT- TEACHER
SUPPORT GROUP
email : ptsg.kc@gmail.com
PTSG website hyperlink @ http://www.chijkatongconvent.moe.edu.sg

3rd PTSG Meeting of 2017
The third PTSG meeting was held on Saturday 8 April from 8.30-9.30am. This meeting saw the
finalisation of ideas from parents about possible activities for the rest of semester 1. The following
are the three confirmed activities:
Badminton – 29 April 2017
VIA in the KC Neighbourhood - 3 & 4 June 2017
Parents’ race for Sports Day - 19 May 2017
We thank parents for all their contributions and we look forward to seeing you at the upcoming
sessions and activities. If you have more ideas for the PTSG to consider, do share them in the
WhatsApp group for only PTSG activities. If you are keen to be involved and are not yet in the
group, please contact Tricia or Christine.
PTSG Meetings & Activities in Semester 2
For Semester 2, PTSG will be meeting on a more informal basis (e.g. at a parent’s home, cafes,
restaurants, etc.) to promote camaraderie and to continue discussing parent-child, parent-parent
and parent-school activities. The PTSG council will keep parents updated on meeting dates,
venues and agendas. We hope this new mode will encourage more networking and livelier
discussions and we hope to see you at our next gathering. Stay tuned to the Whatsapp channels
for more information!
PTSG T-shirt
PTSG has created their very own KC PTSG T-shirt for parent volunteers! These comfortable navy
blue-coloured tees are available in a range of sizes for $15/ piece. If you are interested in getting
one for yourself, do let your level PTSG representative know (via Whatsapp) or you may also
contact Ms Cheryl Anne Lim.
CONTACT DETAILS
Please note our contact details below. We welcome your suggestions and feedback.
Parents
Tricia
84542834
Christine 97527974
ptsg.kc@gmail.com

FM@S
Glenn Yow
glenn.familymatters@gmail.com

Teachers
Ms Cheryl Anne Lim 64486433 ext 132
lim_su_ying_cheryl@moe.edu.sg
Mr Luke Ezekiel
64486433 ext 143
luke_saidil_ezekiel@moe.edu.sg
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CHIJ KATONG CONVENT
346 Marine Terrace, Singapore 449150
Tel : 6448 6433 Fax : 6449 4405
Webpage : http://www.chijkatongconvent.moe.edu.sg

Effective Communication with Your Teen
You find that you have to repeat yourself, resorting to threats, raising your voice & even
shouting to get your teen’s attention. You get frustrated, angry & desperate! If that sounds
like your household, you’re not alone!
Communicating with a teen can be challenging. This interactive & practical parenting talk
will help you to develop some effective communication skills with your teen.

Content:


Understand teen development and how it
affects communication



How to listen effectively



How to talk - what not to do; what to do



Getting cooperation from your teen
Venue: CHIJ Katong Convent
th

Date: 6

May 2017, Sat

Time: 9.30am - 11.30am

Fees: Free!

Light refreshments will be served

Speaker: Mrs Sarojini Padmanathan
A popular parenting facilitator and trainer, Mrs V. Sarojini is passionate about
educating parents on healthy parenting skills and maintaining a happy marriage. She is
currently Senior Director at Singapore Indian Development Association (SINDA) and
holds a Masters of Business Administration with specialisation in Training and
Development. She has also completed the Parent Facilitator Training under the School
Family Education Programme (now called Family Matters@School Programme
administered by MSF) and has obtained the Diploma in Family Life Education,
conferred by the Lee Community College.
Sarojini is one of a 6-member expert panel set up in 2013 by the Ministry of Social
and Family Development (MSF) to help strengthen capabilities in the Family Life
Education (FLE) sector.
She has been happily married for 29 years with 3 lovely grown up daughters, all of
whom have graduated.
If you are interested in registering, please email glenn.familymatters@gmail.com. Please
include your name, contact number, child’s name and class. Thank you! Please note that in the
event that this workshop is under-subscribed it may be postponed. Thank you.

